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Where Are The Elephants? Getting Started With Internet Marketing 
An In Practice™ Article by Helen Kelly and Brian Halligan 

 

 

 

When I talk with marketers today about how they 

generate leads and fill the top of their sales funnel, most 

say trade shows, seminar series, email blasts to 

purchased lists, internal cold calling, outsourced 

telemarketing, and advertising.   

Brian Halligan calls these methods Outbound Marketing 

- where a marketer pushes the message out far and 

wide hoping it resonates with that needle in the 

haystack.  

                  Brian Halligan  
      CEO Hubspot 

Outbound techniques are getting less and less effective over time for two reasons, 

Brian contends. First, today your average human is inundated with over 2000 

outbound marketing interruptions each day, and is figuring out more and more 

creative ways to block them out. Think of caller id, spam filtering, Tivo, and Sirius 

satellite radio.  Second, the cost of coordination around learning about something 

new or shopping for something new using the internet (search engines, blogs, and 

social media sites) is now lower than going to a seminar or flying to a trade show.   

Rather than market to the many who are trying to block you out, consider Inbound 

Marketing, which reaches people already interested in your industry. 

Inbound methods help you get found more and more often. To make this work, 

you set your website up like a hub for your industry - one that attracts visitors 

naturally through the search engines, through the blogosphere, and through the 

social media sites.   

Here’s our best analogy. Traditional 

marketers looking to garner interest from 

new potential customers are like lions 

hunting in the jungle for elephants.  The 

elephants used to be in the jungle in the 

'80s and '90s when the lions learned their 

trade, but mostly the elephants aren’t 

there anymore.  They have all migrated to 

the watering holes on the internet 

savannah.   

So, rather than continuing to hunt in the jungle, better to set up shop at the 

watering hole, or turn your website into one.  
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More on internet marketing... 

Listen to a Podcast from HubSpot’s Director of Marketing, offering you  

 

           5 Tips for Turning Your Website into a Marketing Machine  

www.hubspot.com/files/5Tips_Webcast_August 2007_HubSpot.wmv 
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